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BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS OF REAL-TIME DATA 
ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO SMART OIL FIELDS 
Daniel Gonzalez 
 
The process of continuously monitoring and analyzing data in real time as well as 
reacting to events in an effective and more efficient manner represents one of the 
challenges in the oil and gas industry today. The existence of a computer model that is 
capable of evaluating data that enters a computer database in real time, performs different 
kinds of production analysis, and predicts reservoir performance opens new possibilities 
for field optimization. Having a model that alerts the engineers of abnormal situations 
during production operations will help to decrease the time of reaction to such events and 
as a result will optimize the processes.   
 
 The first building blocks for Smart Field Data Analysis that will serve as the 
bridge for building a more complex computer model to evaluate the data as it is being 
measured from the production fields; forecast production behavior and report unexpected 
situations from the measurements has been be the goal of this study.   
 
A computer program (Smart Field Data Analysis-SFDA 1.0) capable of reading 
high frequency data and presenting it in real time has been created. One of the main 
problems encountered during this process was dealing with high frequency data. A 
process that summarizes this type of data while preserving its integrity has been 
developed. After the high frequency data has been summarized different types of 
production analysis have been performed using actual real time data generated from a 
storage field provided by Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation. Material balance 
analysis has been carried out in order to estimate gas in place and determine whether a 
leak is presented in the reservoir. Decline Curve Analysis has also been included to 
forecast gas production. In addition, the program is capable of detecting pressure 
transient periods in which the high frequency data containing such information will be 
stored and accessible for well testing analysis. Finally, real time data using Eclipse 
Simulator has been generated and tested during different scenarios to validate the work 
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Introduction and Motivation 
 
The process of monitoring real time data represents an innovative approach for data 
acquisition. Production fields that consist of the hardware that monitor high frequency 
data from downhole and transfer such data to the engineering desktop are best known as 
Smart Fields or Intelligent Wells.  
The concept of obtaining data in real time is related to the time step at which data is 
measured and read in a computer database. In most cases several parameters such as 
pressure and flow rate are monitored every 10-15 seconds. The fact that data is coming 
into the system at such a small interval of time creates an enormous amount of data in a 
few months and even in weeks. For example, a week of data monitoring will have around 
forty thousand values, and one month will consist of a hundred and eighty thousand data 
points. Similarly, one year will contain about three million measurements [1]. The 
extremely large volume of data requires special handling and interpretation techniques 
which will be part of the scope of this investigation.  
The simple definition of real time includes the measurements made, the succeeding 
analysis of those measurements, the evaluation of such an analysis, the process of 
decision making, and the changes to the system after taking actions.  
The benefit of having intelligent wells is related to efficiency in terms of reaction time 
before or during a particular event takes place. The sooner the engineers react to a 
particular incident, the better the production optimization will be [1].  
Engineers face different problems when using real time data for real time data 
optimization. Such problems include the quality of the data, the transport of huge 
amounts of data, and that fact that no engineering packages are capable of handling high 
frequency data [1].  
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The continuously monitored data provides more information to the engineers than the 
sporadic measurements, which helps them to understand the behavior of the field in a 
better and more efficient matter. 
Currently, there are a lot of fields that are mostly offshore that can measure pressure and 
flow rate at different time intervals ranging from seconds to minutes. The enormous 
amount of data created in a month makes the manipulation of the data very difficult. In 
most cases, most of the real time data remains unused in the high frequency database. 
Usually, the high frequency data is used only for pressure transient analysis.  
There are different publications about smart fields and intelligent wells focusing 
primarily on the hardware used to obtain data in real time. However, there is little related 
to the use of these real time measurements to create value. In order words, once the data 
is in the system; what can be done with such an amount of data? How can the huge 
amount of data be handled? What can be obtained from the real time measurements? [1] 
 
 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
 
The premise of this work is building the first block for Smart Field Data Analysis that 
will serve as a bridge in the creation of a more complex computer program that performs 
reservoir engineering analysis on real time data. During this study; different problems 
will be encountered such as handling a vast amount of data, detecting pressure transient 
periods in real time, and creating value from the high frequency data once the 
information has been summarized. A computer program capable of solving the problems 
just described will be developed and tested using actual real time data generated from the 
storage fields. In addition, the software will be validated using generated data from a 








1.2 Schematic of the Program  
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2.1 Reservoir Management 
 
2.1.1 Smart Fields  
 
An innovative way of reservoir management consists on intelligent well or smart fields. 
The main function of the Smart fields is to automate as many tasks as necessary to 
increase the net production of an asset and to reduce costs. Smart fields are composed 
usually of pressure, flow rate, and temperature gauges that measure data in real time [1].  
 
2.1.2 Real Time Data 
 
The meaning of Real Time in the petroleum industry is often misunderstood by the 
assumptions of reacting within a short period of time to a certain situation. A process that 
deals with Real Time data is an operation in which the reaction and time of a particular 
event is shorter than the maximum delay that is permitted and the task is performed 
before the system becomes unstable. For instance, a system capable of shutting in the 










2.1.3 High Frequency Data 
 
The process of integrating real time data into a reservoir management system and 
converting such data into value is a challenging task for the engineers today. The transfer 
of the real time data from down-hole wells to the desktops in a clean and smooth manner 
represents the bottleneck of handling high frequency data.  
The fact that real time data comes into the database at a very high frequency characterizes 
another obstacle in reservoir management. The large amount of data does not allow the 
engineers to verify inconsistency in the data. As a result, intelligent reservoir 
management utilizes alarm systems that notify the engineers of any discrepancy from the 
data or any critical condition present in the reservoir.   
 Neural networks and genetic algorithms represent very important tools to handle the 
huge amount of data that real time measurements provide. A neural network learns from 
the data collected and identifies underlying relationships. When such underlying 
relationships have been established, the neural network can be used to make certain 
predictions allowing the engineer time to react in case anything different from the 
predicted trend occurs [1].  
 
2.1.4 Real Time Data Acquisition  
  
A high frequency gathering system known as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition) has been used by many companies in the oil industry. The system basically 
stores real time data and collects it for the engineers to analyze it. The process of data 
acquisition consists of data cleansing, data aggregation, and data integration [2].   
 
2.1.4.1 Data Cleansing 
Data cleansing is essential in handling high frequency data. Outliers and noise 
will always be present in the data under any kind of conditions.  
Outliers are single data points lying clearly away from the real trend and noises 
are data points scattered around the real trend [1].   
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The cleansing process consists of removing both outliers and noises from the data 
in order to make it more smooth and easier to analyze.   
 
2.1.4.2 Data Aggregation 
The process of data aggregations consists of aggregating the data to bigger time 
increments (from 15 seconds to 15 minutes) for better visualization. Visualizing 
the data with a very small time increment would be hard for analysis. Thus, data 
needs to be aggregated, except in certain conditions, such as during shout in 
period in which high frequency data points are necessary for pressure build up 
analysis [1]. 
 
2.1.4.3 Data Integration 
Once the data has been cleaned and aggregated, it needs to be validated in 
different applications using different time increments. The process of data 
integration consists of integrating the data in different time increments to be 
stored in a database for future analysis [1].  
 
2.1.5 Models and Detection 
  
An aspect of engineering analysis is the continuous optimization of data by developing a 
mathematical model that best describes the process. Conversely, in petroleum 
engineering, such a procedure is very difficult to achieve since conditions routinely 
change during production. However, with the increasing amount of available parameters 
it is possible to model the performance of the reservoir. The use of real time data along 
with accessible reservoir information is used to develop a mathematical model that 








 2.1.5.1 Detection 
 
Simple alarms can be used to detect any variations in some calculated parameters. 
Examples of calculated parameters can be water cut, gas oil ratio, and voidage 
ratio. 
An increase in water cut represents water breakthrough. The gas oil ration can be 
used to determine an extremely high gas production when the gas production 
exceeds the relationship between gas and oil ratio. The voidage ratio is used to 
alert an excessive water injection in some locations of the reservoir [1].   
 
 2.1.5.2 Decline Curve Analysis 
 
The engineers decide the trend of the decline curve which provides the foundation 
for the alarm system. The actual program compares the oil or gas production with 
the expected one. If a certain amount of data points start falling off the trend, the 
system will activate the alarm to indicate that something unusual is taking place 
[1].  
 
2.1.5.3 Material Balance with Interference  
 
Another more complex model that is used to trigger the alarm system is material 
balance. The material balance calculates static pressure as well as flow rate of 
either oil and water or of gas and water. The available software basically receives 
production data and automatically computes static reservoir pressure as data is 
feeding the system. The upper and lower boundary for the static pressure is set 
and the injected volumes are regulated such that the static reservoir pressure 
remains within the two limits. This helps to prevent excessive injection into single 
compartments and avoids quick depletion while maintaining the pressure of the 





2.1.5.4 Reservoir Simulation 
 
Another mechanism that can be used in handling real time data and reacting under 
abnormal situations is the prediction of a reservoir simulation. The actual oil or 
gas production rate is constantly compared to the predicted data. If the real 
production deviates from the expected trend, the alarm system will alert the 
engineers [1]. 
 
2.1.5.5 Data-Driven Tools 
 
Data driven tools such as neural networks have gained importance in the process 
of gathering data in real time by learning from stored data to predict and optimize 
processes establishing a nonlinear relationship between input and output 
parameters. The learning process basically finds relationships an engineer would 
never find. One of the applications of using neural networks is the rate of 
allocation back to the individual wells in real time [1].  
 
2.2 Long Term Data Analysis 
 
2.2.1 Outlier Removal 
  
As explained in the data cleansing section, outliers are data points that lie clearly away 
from the rest of the data which causes discontinuity and creates singularity between two 
successive data points. The presence of an outlier creates the first singularity and the 
second singularity is the result of a sudden decrease or increase of a data point jumping 
back to the trend.  
The process of removing outliers starts by selecting a threshold that will determine the 
values that will be considered as outliers. The selection depends on how far a data point 
has to be from the trend. Generally, the magnitude of the threshold depends on degree of 
changes in pressure and in the resolution of the instrument used to monitor data.    
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Normally, 5 psi is used as a threshold for outlier removal. Due to the fact that data 
usually has outliers bigger than the threshold, the ones with the largest magnitude are 
removed first and then the others are removed until the ones with a magnitude of about 5 
psi are gone[10].  
 
2.2.2 Denoising  
   
The process of denoising consists of reducing the scattering and the fluctuation in the 
data points to get the most representative section of the data. The most known method of 
denoising the data is the wavelet thresholding method introduced by Donoho and 
Johnstone.  Data values are compared to a certain value of threshold; the wavelet detail 
having a magnitude value lesser than a threshold value are set equal to zero. This process 
is also known as wavelet shrinkage. Two thresholding methods best known as the hard 
and soft threshold method can be used. The condition for the hard thresholding method is 




j k j kd d=    ,j kd λ>  (2.1) 
    0   otherwise
where the  represents the detail signal or data points and ,dj k λ is the threshold. On the 
other hand, the principle for the soft thresholding method is:  
 
  , ,
soft
j k j kd d λ= −  ,j kd λ>  
(2.2) 
,j kd λ+  ,j kd λ< −  
0   ,j kd λ≤  
 
After several experiments working with different kinds of data, it was concluded that the 
benefit of the hard thresholding method consists of preserving signal sharpness and the 
advantages of the soft thresholding method are related to the smoothness of noisy 
features. A new method that combines both the hard and soft threshold method was 
developed. Such a method is known as the hybrid thresholding method. The hybrid 
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method combines the benefit of the soft and the hard method to obtain a more accurate 
representation of the data. The criterion for the hybrid method is the following: 
 
        ,j kd ,j kd λ>  ,l kand d λ>  
,
hybrid
j kd =           ,j kd λ−  ,j kd λ>   ,l kand d λ<  (2.3) 
   ,j kd λ+  ,j kd λ< −   ,l kand d λ<  
   0   ,j kd λ≤  
where l represents the decomposition used to verify sharp fluctuations. 
 
2.2.3 Transient Identification 
 
Drastic changes in pressure can be used in some cases to determine changes in flow rate. 
Such changes are viewed as singularities in the data. Thus, the wavelet modulus that 
specifies the singularities of data points close to each other can then be utilized to 
determine the moments when changes in flow rate occur.  
Similar to the process of detecting outliers, a threshold value has to be assigned for the 
detail signal or data points in order to identify singularities in the data. The approach of 
selecting the threshold is related to how big the pressure difference has to be in order to 
be considered as the beginning of a new transient.  
In order to confirm that the singularities detected are the result of a new transient and not 
of local variations, the slope of the data points close to the actual signal need to be 
checked. First of all, the slope of the signal after the singularity must be higher than the 
slope of the threshold. Then, the absolute pressure difference between the slope after and 
before the singularity needs to be high enough to confirm a discontinuity in the trend of 
the data. In some cases, when the difference between the two slopes is greater than half of 







2.2.4 Data Reduction  
 
The amount of real time data collected is very large. Since data is coming from 
permanent down-hole gauges every 10 to 15 seconds, after one year there will be 
approximately more than 3 million data points per well. Dealing with such an amount of 
data is very difficult; thus, data should be reduced to a reasonable size. The thresholding 
method is one of the methods used for data reduction. In this method, a preset value for 
any parameter such as pressure is established. The process then compares every data 
point with the preset value. If the data point is higher than the preset value, such a signal 
is collected. On the other hand, if the pressure value is less than the preset value, the 
value is ignored. Small changes in pressure might become large changes after a period of 
time. If the pressure values are not collected because they are less than the values of the 
preset pressure, after a certain period of time, such changes might be large and 
mistakenly ignored. Therefore, a preset for time is also taken into consideration when 
dealing with data reduction. The process then compares pressure values with the preset 
pressure value and the time is constantly compared to a preset value of time. After the 
time is greater than the preset time, the value of pressure and the time at that moment are 
















2.3 Permanent Downhole Equipments used in Smart Fields  
 
Permanent monitoring systems are used in the petroleum industry to collect and to gather 
real time data. The procedure of data acquisition is very important for good reservoir 
monitoring and production techniques, since it provides the engineers with real time data 
to make timely and accurate decisions. The new developments on this area are related to 
the types of sensors placed downhole to monitor the data. The most noticeable advance 
on new gauges is the change from wireline to wireless sensors, as well as a switch in the 
material; for instance from strain or quartz to fiber optic. 
New technology in sensors does not necessarily mean that they meet the demand of the 
oil industry nowadays. For example, in terms of accuracy (defined as the closeness with 
which a measurement agrees with the standard), the fiber optic sensor and the electronic 
quartz share a common accuracy of about 0.001 psia. Nevertheless, transmission rates are 
higher than the electronic quartz systems.  
The family of sensors used in the process of real data acquisition can be divided into 
three kinds: wireline electronic gauge, wireline fiber optic and wireless sensors. In 
general, the wireline electronic gauge belongs to the first generation of permanent 
downhole equipment and can be of three different materials: strain, quartz, or sapphire. 
The wireline fiber optic corresponds to a newer technology and its main characteristic is 
its high reliability and high transmission rates. The wireless gauges belong to the latest 
technology in terms of real time data acquisition. Its principal advantage is its high 












2.4 Real Time Decision Making While Drilling    
 
Some researchers have proposed a real time optimal control strategy in order to identify, 
detect and predict drilling events in real time. The aim will be to make the proper 
decision in terms of operational drilling performance, initial well completion design, well 
productivity, and optimal value creation [3].  
 
2.4.1 Real Time Drilling and Completion Modeling  
 
The real time modeling strategy is used to simulate the drilling environment and reservoir 
conditions in order to improve drilling performance, detect irregular situations, redesign 
well construction, well completions, and well dynamics [3]. 
  
2.4.2 Abnormal Situation Detection and Management    
 
Abnormal situations and detection consists of detecting and correcting problems that take 
place during the drilling process. The aim of this strategy is to perform these tasks within 
a short period of time that will permit safe operations. The time frame for real time 
abnormal situation management varies from a few seconds to a few minutes and from a 













2.5 Routine Reservoir Surveillance with Neural Networks and 
Simplified Reservoir Models 
 
As it has been explained before, Intelligent Well completion creates an enormous amount 
of data which is very difficult to handle.  
An innovative approach to detect discrepancies from the expected trends through a 
process of learning data mining system has been developed.  
Reservoir surveillance plays an important role for real time decision in Smart Fields once 
several problems encountered in the Smart Field industry have been solved. Most of such 
problems are outline below [13]: 
1. Data overload and Data Delivery 
2. Inability to deliver proper data in a timely fashion 
3. Creating values from the real time measurements 
4. Emerging technology for the process of decision making 
5. Forecasting actual reservoir performance 
6. Identifying abnormal situations as soon as possible 
7. Providing information regarding the cause of discrepancy in the data 
8. Using all information to recognize unexpected situations 
 
2.5.1 Decision Making Process 
 
 
The decision making process consists of three levels of reservoir management: operation 
support, development engineering, and field development planning.  
Operation support is supposed to work in real time on well intervention level and the time 
of reaction frame between the real actual time and a few days.  
Development engineering decisions involve interactive work with reservoir observation 
models to any intervention needed with a time frame (from several days to weeks). Field 
development decisions are carried out on a field level during the whole life of the 





2.5.2 Event detection 
 
Different reservoir engineering techniques such as decline curve analysis and fractional 
water-cut are included to generate trends and predictions from reservoir surveillance 
information. Some of the results are used to predict Material Balance with Interference.  
The expected trend as well as the updated information is calculated from models at 
different scenarios such as suddenly increases and decreases in pressure and flow rate.  
The expected trend models are continuously updated using the real time data alerting the 
engineers for any discrepancy through alarms and notification systems. Usually a 
deviation of about 10% of the expected trend is used to notify engineers that a well might 
need intervention.  
One of the challenging for this type of reservoir surveillance is the detection of trend 
violation in a timely manner. Therefore, Data Mining models have been developed in 
order to account for this task.  
The trained data comes from the combination of reservoir surveillance, some static 
parameters, historical data, and models that automatically place records with analogous 





















A computer program that performs data analysis to be used in Smart Fields has been 
created using Visual Basic 6.0 and its methodology will be explained throughout this 
chapter. Chapter 3 will describe how the software has been created with a detailed 
explanation of the approach used for its development. Real time data provided by 
Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation was used to evaluate the software and to test it 
during several types of production analysis such as during injection and production 
periods, and during pressure transient periods; Chapter 4 will focus on examples and 
results after using the real time data provided by Columbia Gas Transmission 
Corporation and running the software. The computer program has been named SFDA 
(Smart Field Data Analysis). 
 
3.1 Real Time Measurement  
 
Since data is coming into the system in real time, a computer program that is capable of 
reading certain parameters like pressure and flow rate has been created. The software 
allows the user to observe pressure and flow rate instantaneously while data is available 
in real time. 
As data is feeding the system, SFDA takes every value and plots it in order to allow the 
user to examine the data that is coming from the production fields. Any drastic change 
such as a sudden increase in pressure or a drastic decrease in any parameter can be seen 
by the user and the appropriate actions can be taken right away.  
The most common way to read data from a computer program is by using arrays in which 
the data that is being read fills the arrays. Since data is always coming, there will be a 
moment when the array will be full and no more data will be filling it.  
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Visual Basic 6.0 allows data to be placed in a grid while data is being read by the 
program. In effect, SFDA reads data and adds a row to the grid. As data is being read, it 
keeps adding rows. The operation is repeated until a maximum of 500 data points 
(information of two hours of production) is reached. When this happens, the software will 
start deleting the first row and new rows will keep adding to the grid, permitting the 
program to read data indefinitely.  
As data is read, the program places it in the grid and new rows are added as new data 
points are entering the system. See the example below assuming that the tables contain 
















Table 3.2: Random Real-
Time Data-Step 2 
Table 3.1: Random Real-



































 Table 3.3: Random Real-













When the grid reaches its maximum capacity of 500 data points (around 2 hours) SFDA 
will start deleting the first row and new rows will be added which allows the software to 
run on and on. Before deleting any value, the program will save all information in a 
folder previously selected where the engineers will be able to access such data later on 
for analysis.  
 









































Table 3.4: Random Real-
Time Data-Deleting First 
Row Process 

















Once the data is located in a grid, the program plots the available parameters, such as 
pressure and flow rate versus time. This is being done while the data from the production 
fields is coming into the system. See the next examples:  
 
 Figure 3.1: Real Time Data (Dec 12-2004) 
 




3.2 Pressure Transient Analysis and Outlier Removal Process 
 
SFDA has the capability of detecting pressure transient periods, saving all information in 
a folder, and preparing the data for the user to analyze. The software will decide whether 
the sudden increase in pressure is due to a pressure transient period or to an outlier. If the 
program decides that the transient is because of an outlier, it will remove it from the 
system. 
When the pressure increases to about 30% of the average of the last five values 
previously recorded, the program will start comparing the actual values with such an 
average. If a sudden increase in pressure value takes place, the software will read the next 
value and compare it to the average of the last five values. If the next value is still very 
high, the program will repeat the process and will keep going on about three more times 
until the program has decided that a transient period has taken place. When this happens, 
the program will start saving pressure and time information in a folder. Another window 
will show that a file is being created and is opened for the process of the pressure 
transient analysis. Information coming into the system will be read in real time, sent to a 
file that keeps all information named “Raw Data,” and the information related to the 
transient identification will be saved to a file named “Well Test.” As soon as the pressure 
comes back down, the software will close such a file and the information will be ready 
for the user to analyze.  
Conversely, if a very high increase in pressure takes place in which such a value is 
greater than the average of the last five points, and the program compares the next value 
with the average of the last five points resulting in a discontinuation of the pressure build 
up process, the program will immediately detect that an outlier is present in the data and 
will remove it from the system. No information related to well testing analysis will be 








































Table 3.6: Real-Time Data-
Pressure Transient Detection 
Table 3.7: Real-Time 
Data-Outlier Detection  
 
The information table on the left shows a pressure build up and a continuation in the 
process. The program reads the first very high value (700 psia) and compares it to the 
average of the five previous values which correspond to 50 psia. The next value (701 
psia) is again compared to the value of 50 psia and again is a very high value. The same 
operation keeps repeating until the program detects a transient period in the data and 
starts saving such data values in a folder containing build up data.  
 On the other hand, there might be a situation where the program detects a very high 
increase in pressure value but the data does not follow that pattern. The information table 
on the right shows a case where an outlier is present in the data instead of a transient 
period. When the program reads the value of 700 psia and compares it to the average of 
the last five points, the program will repeat the same operation with the following value. 
If the next value (55 psia from the table) is not greater than the average of the previous 
five values already calculated, the program automatically deletes the value that will 
contain a discontinuity in the pattern of the data. The program separates outliers from a 
pressure transient analysis.  
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A similar operation will take place for flow rates; whenever a value for flow rate is 
greater than the average of the last five values, the program will delete such a value as 
long as the next value does not follow the trend of the values about to be eliminated. For 
flow rate, no consideration of a transient period will be taken since only pressure values 
are used to detect valuable information about well test analysis. Therefore, no file will be 
created or opened when changes and new patterns in flow rate occur. When a value is 
deleted, all information related to such a value is also removed. For instance, if the value 
of 700 psia presented in the information table on the right is identified as an outlier, the 

























3.3 Averaging High Frequency Data While Preserving its Integrity  
 
The process of averaging the data consists of the use of preset values for ∆P and ∆Q to 
summarize the high frequency data while keeping its integrity. 
Preset values for ∆P and ∆Q represent the minimum difference at which pressure and 
flow rate should be recorded. Pressure and flow rate are recorded when the changes in 
such parameters (∆P and ∆Q) are higher than the maximum presets ∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset. 
Every value for pressure and flow rate is compared to a ∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset respectively 
to determine whether a value should be recorded or discarded.  
The following flow chart summarizes such a process:  






and Flow Rate 
Discard 
Figure 3.3: Averaging Data Process 
 
∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset for different intervals of values of pressure and flow rate need to be 
determined. Two intervals of pressure values (e.g. 100 psia-200 psia) might require a 
certain value for ∆P Preset (e.g. 1 psia) in order to obtain a set of summarized data with few 
data points and a plot very similar to the actual one. However, higher intervals of 
pressure values (e.g. 1000 psia-2000 psia) might require a greater value for ∆P Preset (e.g. 











Figure 3.4: Importance of using right presets at their corresponding pressure intervals 
 
If a high ∆PPreset value (e.g.12 psia) is used for a low interval of time (e.g.100 psia-200 
psia), the set of summarized data will contain few data points but its plot will not be 
similar to the actual one. On the other hand, if a low ∆P Preset value (e.g.0.005 psia) is 
used for such an interval of time, the set of summarized data will have a plot of 



























1. Few Data Points
2. Plot of 
summarized  
data will be 
 similar  








Figure 3.5: Consequences of using very high or very low preset values-Low Interval 
 
For higher intervals of pressure value, the same methodology is applied. If a very high 
∆PPreset value (e.g.50 psia) is used for a higher interval of time (e.g.1000 psia-2000 psia), 
the set of summarized data will contain few data points but its plot will not be similar to 
the actual one. Conversely, if a much lower ∆P Preset value (e.g.1 psia) is used for such a 
high interval of time, the summarized data will have a plot of summarized data very 











1. Few Data Points
2. Plot of 
summarized data 
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1. Lots of data 
points Low Preset 
2. Plot of ∆PPreset=0.005 psia  Summarized data 
will be similar to 


























∆PPreset=50 psia  
 
1. Few Data Points
2. Plot of 
summarized data 
will not be similar 
to the actual one 
 
 
1. Lots of data 
points Low Preset 
2. Plot of ∆PPreset=1 psia  summarized data 
will be similar to 
the actual one 
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The same principle already explained applies for flow rate data in which the proper 




Figure 3.7: Importance of Using Right Presets at their corresponding parameter intervals-Flow Rate  
 
 
A methodology for summarizing the flow rate and pressure data will be explained in 
detail in which the appropriate ∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset values for different pressure and 
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 ∆Q Preset= 200 Mcf 
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The two figures below show a case where pressure and flow rate are plotted. Every figure 
has two plots (pressure vs. time at the top and flow fate vs. time at the bottom). The first 
figure is actually a case where the values of ∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset were very small in 
which the red line represents the actual data and the blue line represents the summarized 
one. As it can be seen, the red line overlaps the blue one. Figure 2 is the same as Figure 1, 
where only the summarized data is shown. Even though the plots are very similar, the 
summarized data contains lots of data points after using small values of ∆PPreset and 
∆QPreset. 
 
Figure 3.8: Real Time Data (Jan 31-2004)-Actual data overlapping summarized data 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Real Time Data (Jan 31-2004)-Summarized data 
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The next two figures show a case very similar to the previous example. Figure 3 shows 
actual and summarized data overlapping each other where the values of ∆P Preset and ∆Q 
Preset were very high. Even though the summarized data contains a few data points after 
using high values of ∆P Preset and ∆Q Preset , the summarized data (blue lines) and the 
actual data (red lines) are not similar as it can be observed. Figure 4 shows only the 
summarized data.  
 
Figure 3.10: Real Time Data (Jan 31-2004)-Actual data overlapping summarized data 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Real Time Data (Jan 31-2004)-Summarized data 
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3.3.1 Flow Rate average process  
 
Flow rate averaging process is based on finding ∆QPreset values at different flow rate 
intervals. The method consists on generating random flow rate data for ten minutes 
between two values (e.g. 4000 Mcf-5000Mcf). Select a ∆QPreset and record flow rate 
values whenever flow rate changes (∆Q) are equal or higher than the previously selected 
∆QPreset. Finally, cumulative gas production for the raw and summarized data will be 
obtained and a relationship between those values will tell us whether the chosen ∆QPreset 
give us summarized data that truly represent the actual data. A relationship of 95-97% 
will be used to determine whether the selected ∆QPreset can be used for such an interval of 
flow rate values. The following table and plots exemplify the methodology to average 










  Preset= 200  
0 4000.0 0.0 4000.0 
15 4500.0 500.0 4500.0 
 30 4300.0 200.0 4300.0 
45 4200.0 100.0 4300.0 
60 4500.0 200.0 4500.0 
 75 4600.0 100.0 4500.0 
   90 4500.0 0.0 4500.0 
105 4200.0 300.0 4200.0 
120 4100.0 100.0 4200.0 
135 4440.0 240.0 4440.0 
150 4800.0 360.0 4800.0 
" " " " 
 Gprd  Gpfl 
Gprd /Gpsm   0.99 








0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Figure 3.12: Raw Data-Random Set 








0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Gprd /Gpsm=0.99
Preset= 200 
Table 3.8-Random Data-Flow Rate Aver. Process 




As it can be seen from the previous example, a ∆QPreset value of 200 Mcf in a flow rate 
interval between 4000 Mcf-5000Mcf gives us a relationship of raw data and averaged one 
(Gprd /Gpsm) around 99%. The ∆QPreset values used then were 300, 400, and 500 and the 
results of Gprd /Gpsm were 98%, 97% and 94% respectively. As the ∆QPreset increases, 
the Gprd/Gpsm decreases. Since the idea was to keep a Gprd /Gpsm around 97-95%, the 
proper ∆QPreset value for a flow rate interval between 4000 Mcf-5000Mcf is found to be 
400 Mcf.  
The plot below corresponds to the summarized data from last example using a ∆QPreset 
value of 400 Mcf: 
 
 












 Figure 3.14: Summarized Data-Random Set-Preset= 400
 
The same procedure was used for other intervals starting from 100 Mcf-200 Mcf to 
1,000,000 Mcf-2,000,000 Mcf in which ∆QPreset values are obtained for every interval of 
flow rate values.  
The following tables have been generated for different ∆QPreset at several intervals in 
which the relationship of cumulative production between the raw data and summarized 











Q Preset Gpo/Gpf Q Preset Gpo/Gpf Q Preset Gpo/Gpf 
50 0.98 500 0.98 5000 0.98 






60 0.99 600 0.99 6000 0.99 






70 0.99 700 0.99 7000 0.99 






80 0.98 800 0.98 8000 0.98 






90 0.98 900 0.98 9000 0.98 






100 0.99 1000 0.99 10000 0.99 






100 0.99 1000 0.99 10000 0.99 






120 0.99 1200 0.99 12000 0.99 






130 0.99 1300 0.99 13000 0.99 






200 0.99 2000 0.99 20000 0.99 






300 0.99 3000 0.99 30000 0.99 
400 0.99 4000 0.99 40000 0.99 
500 0.98 5000 0.98 50000 0.98 
1500 
600 0.92   
30000 




Table 3.9 - ∆QPreset values at different flow rate values intervals  
 
The table shown above contains several flow rate values and their respective preset 
values that the software will take. For instance, if the program reads a flow rate value of 
around 550 Mcf, SFDA will take a value of 50 as a preset. The program will discard 
values in which the difference between 550Mcf and the next value is less than its preset 
(50Mcf). On the other hand, if the difference between the following value and the 550 
Mcf is greater than 50 Mcf, SFDA will take such a value and send it to a file containing 




3.3.2 Pressure average process  
 
The pressure averaging process consists of finding ∆P Preset values at different pressure 
intervals similar to the flow rate averaging process. In this case, material balance has 
been performed to find out a relationship of gases in place between raw and summarized 
data at certain ∆P Preset values. For instance, if the pressure value is 350 psia and increases 
to 360 psia (which lies in an interval of 300 psia-400 psia), and the ∆P Preset selected is 10 
psia, the new averaged value would be 350 psia and the new raw value or the value not 
filtered would be 360 psia. After performing material balance, the results might indicate a 
value of 0.92 or 92% meaning that the ∆P Preset selected is very high and should be 
decreased until the relationship of gas in place between the raw and summarized data is 
around 95-97 %.  
The following table summarizes the different values of ∆P Preset at different intervals of 





















P Preset Grw/Gsm P Preset Grw/Gsm 
0.7 0.99 20 0.98 




1 0.98 50 0.98 




1 0.99 80 0.98 




3 0.98 120 0.98 




5 0.98 250 0.98 




6 0.98 310 0.98 




8 0.98 400 0.98 




8 0.98 500 0.98 




12 0.98 600 0.98 




10 0.98 1000 0.98 




15 0.98 1500 0.98 
20 0.98 1700 0.98 1500 
30 0.97   
20000 
2000 0.97 











3.3.3 Summarized Data Selection Process 
 
Once ∆PPreset & ∆QPreset values have been selected for several intervals of pressure and 
flow rate respectively, the process of recording and discarding such parameters 
simultaneously takes place. In such a process, the changes in pressure and flow rate (∆P 
& ∆Q) are compared to their respective ∆PPreset & ∆QPreset assigned values at the same 
time. Whenever the changes in pressure and flow rate are greater than the preset values, 
the summarized data will record such values. If only one change in parameter is greater 
than its preset value, the summarized data will not record such values.  
Therefore, in order to record new values for the set of summarized data both conditions 
(the change in pressure must be greater than its preset value and the change in flow rate 
also has to be greater than its preset value) must be fulfilled. The following flow chart 
best summarizes this approach:   
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3.4 Pressure, Flow Rate, and Gas in Place Profiles Using Summarized 
Data  
 
Once the averaged data is obtained, the program has the option of showing pressure, flow 
rate, and gas in place versus time for every month. The user will have the option of 
detecting any abnormality that occurred during a determined month from the pressure, 
flow rate, and gas in place profile. In addition, on the upper part of every graph, the 
differences of changes in their parameters will be shown.  
Gas in place is a value that should remain constant at all times. Monitoring such a 
parameter will allow detecting whether the gas in place decreases or remains constant. 
The engineers might interpret a decrease in gas in place as the existence of a leak. In such 
a case, the operators can be notified and the appropriate actions can be taken right away. 
The result section (Chapter 4) will show several cases where the gas in place has been 
calculated and plotted for several months.  
 
3.4.1 Pseudo Pressure Profile 
 
SFDA will have the option of showing Pseudo Pressure (m(p)) versus time. The program 
will allow the user to select a temperature and a specific gravity that will be used for the 
calculation of pseudo pressure values. Pseudo Pressure values can be used later on for 
well testing analysis. Once m(p) and pressure values are obtained, the user can use such 
values for better pressure transient analysis interpretation.  
Once the temperature and specific gravity has been selected, the software will develop a 
table with certain gas properties values such as viscosity and P/Z-values. It will calculate 
pseudo pressure values at different pressure values with a ∆P of 10psia by numerical 
integration. The range of m(p) values at different pressures will be from 10 psia to 10,000 









10 0.001143 0.999 1753 876 10 0.009 0.009 
2 p
Zµ





2( ) pm p p
Zµ
= ∆∑p
20 0.01146 0.997 3499 2626 10 26263 0.035 
30 0.01149 0.996 5241 4370 10 43706 0.079 
40 0.01152 0.995 6977 6109 10 61095 0.14 
50 0.01156 0.994 8708 7842 10 78429 0.218 
60 0.01159 0.992 10433 9570 10 95708 0.314 
70 0.01162 0.991 12153 11293 10 112933 0.427 
80 0.01166 0.99 13867 13010 10 130103 0.557 
90 0.01169 0.989 15576 14722 10 147221 0.704 
100 0.01172 0.987 17280 16428 10 164285 0.868 
" " " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " " 
10000 0.04852 1.475 279477 279513 10 2795130 2749 
Table 3.11 - Pseudo Pressures at different pressure values 
 
SFDA will take every value of pressure from the pressure profile and then it will go over 
the table to detect in which two values the actual pressure lies. Finally, it will interpolate 
to obtain the corresponding pseudo pressure values. The program will have the option of 
showing such a pseudo pressure value in function of time.  
 
3.4.2 Pressure Square versus Time 
 
SFDA will have the option of converting the pressure values from the pressure profile 
data to pressure square values. Such a case is used in most pressure drawdown testing in 
which a semi-log plot of pressure square versus time is used to calculate the slope that 
will then be used to obtain permeability and skin factor. Having pressure square data as 
well as pseudo pressure information will allow the user to perform well testing analysis in 





3.5 Decline Curve Analysis   
 
SFDA will have the option of performing decline curve analysis to predict future gas 
production. The user will have the option of downloading the monthly production 
summarized data that the software can provide and choose the appropriate parameters 
such as b, Qi, and Di to draw the decline curve. Once the decline is drawn, future 
prediction about gas production for a period of a year can be made. The date at which the 
initial flow rate is selected will also be saved for future analysis.  
Two types of decline analysis can be used by the user: production flow fate versus time, 
and production flow rate versus cumulative production. The first one can be used for new 
wells to calculate the expected production profile over a certain period of time. On the 
other hand, the flow rate-cumulative production plot can be used to calculate expected 




















4.1 Real Time Data-Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation 
 
Real Time Data from 20 different wells provided by Columbia Gas Transmission 
Corporation has been analyzed and tested using SFDA where the well distribution can be 
seen below. For our particular case, well 12336 was analyzed and tested for different 

































































4.2 Pressure Transient Analysis  
 
Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation provided us with some well test data at a very 
small interval of time. As explained before in the methodology section, SFDA is capable 
of detecting any pressure transient period, saving well testing data, and preparing such 
information for the user to analyze. The following examples show some of the well 
testing data detected by the program and its approach to calculate slope, permeability, 
and skin factor.  
Whenever a transient period is detected by the software, it will be notified in the status 
section. Reading status means that SFDA is in the process of saving well testing data in a 
folder and static status indicates that the program has already detected a pressure transient 
period and the information is saved and ready for well test analysis. 
 
 








Once the user clicks on the file number, a plot of pressure versus time will appear and a 
new form asking for user information will pop up.  
 









A new window showing the Horner plot will appear in which the user will draw the slope 
of a line to obtain permeability and skin factor.  
 
 
Figure 4.5-Horner Plot and Line Drawn to obtain permeability and skin factor  
 
The user will have the option of saving values of permeability and skin factor for 
different build-up periods.  
 
4.3 Summarized Data Results Analysis 
 
The next figures will show the results of SFDA after reading data in real time and 
summarizing it to obtain a lesser amount of data and a plot very similar to the actual one.  
The curves overlap where the red one corresponds to the actual values and the blue one to 




Figure 4.6-Pressure and Flow Rate- Actual and Summarized Data (Jan 27, 05) 
 
Even though the blue curve seems not to be present, it is actually below the red one. The 
following figure will show only the summarized data. (The summarized data is using 
15% of the actual data and discarding 85%):  
 




The next figures correspond to Real Time Data from Jan 14, 2005: 
 
Figure 4.8-Pressure and Flow Rate -Actual and Summarized Data (Jan 14, 05) 
 
For this case the summarized data is using about 4% of the total data (96% has been 
discarded): 
 
Figure 4.9-Pressure and Flow Rate- Summarized Data (Jan 14, 05) 
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The next figures correspond to Real Time Data from Feb 20, 2005: 
 
Figure 4.10-Pressure and Flow Rate- Actual and Summarized Data (Feb 20, 05) 
 
For this case, the summarized data is using about 27% of the total data (73% has been 
discarded): 
 
Figure 4.11-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (Feb 20, 05) 
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The next figure corresponds to Real Time Data from Feb 23, 2005: 
 
Figure 4.12-Pressure and Flow Rate- Actual and Summarized Data (Feb 23, 05) 
 
For this case, the summarized data is using about 22% of the total data (78% has been 
discarded): 
 
Figure 4.13-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (Feb 23, 05) 
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The next figures correspond to Real Time Data from March 14, 2005: 
 
Figure 4.14-Pressure and Flow Rate- Actual and Summarized Data (March 14, 05) 
 
For this case, the summarized data is using about 22% of the total data (78% has been 
discarded): 
 
Figure 4.15-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (March 14, 05) 
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After SFDA has read data from a period of a day, summarized it, and sent such files to a 
folder that contains the averaged data, the user will be capable of downloading such 
information and checking whether the criteria used by the software to aggregate the data 
is valid. In others words, the user will be able to evaluate how the summarized data 
differs from the actual data. If the user considers that the summarized data is very 
different from the actual one, this person can change the preset values and redraw the 
summarized data and the actual values until both curves match.  
After running data from Dec 26, 2004:  
 
 









Showing only the plots for the summarized data for the same day: 
 
 
Figure 4.17-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (Dec 26, 04) 
 
As it can be seen, the summarized data does not look the same as the actual data. The 
preset values for pressure and flow rate can be changed and the graph redrawn until both 
the actual and the summarized plots match. After changing the preset values for this 
example, the following result was obtained in which the plot related to the summarized 















Figure 4.19-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (Dec 26, 04)-Preset Changed 
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Another example (March 15, 2005), in which the summarized data and actual data do not 
look the same, the preset values can be changed as many time as needed until both the 
summarized and actual information match: 
 
Figure 4.20- Pressure and Flow Rate- Actual and Summarized Data (March 15, 05) 
 
 








Figure 4.23-Pressure and Flow Rate -Summarized Data (March 15, 05)-Preset Changed 
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4.4 Material Balance Analysis 
 
After the data is summarized for daily periods, SFDA will allow creating monthly files to 
observe the changes in pressure, flow rate, and gas in place over such a period of time.  
Material Balance Analysis was performed on the summarized data to calculate gas in 
place profile for monthly periods. The aim is to make the software capable of monitoring 
gas in place and detecting the presence of leaks in the reservoir. The following graphs 
represent the pressure, flow rate, and gas in place profile over a month in blue, red, and 
black colors respectively. In addition, the changes in pressure, flow rate, and gas in place 
can be observed from the upper part of the graphs (the graphs in gray represents the 
changes in such parameters). SFDA will perform the calculations according to the input 
values of cumulative production, Pressure 1 and Pressure 2:  
 
 







Figure 4.25-Pressure, Flow Rate, and Gas in Place Profile-Summarized Data February 2005 
 
 





Figure 4.27-Pressure, Flow Rate, and Gas in Place Profile-Summarized Data April 2005 
 
 






















4.4.1 Gas in Place in Real Time 
 
Gas in place in Real-Time can be observed as data is entering the system. SFDA 
estimates the values of gas in place and shows it in a graph as the pressure and flow rate 
parameters are shown by the program. The following figure will demonstrate how the 
program shows the material balance calculations in Real-Time: 
 
 











4.5 Pseudo Pressure Analyses 
 
SFDA has the option of changing the plot of pressure versus time to pseudo-pressure 
versus time. In several cases during pressure transient analysis for gas production it is 
recommended to perform the well testing analysis using pseudo pressure values. The well 
test section of the software will allow the user to plot pseudo pressure versus pressure and 
draw the Horner plot from an area selected by the user.  
The following figures show the summarized data from January 05 where the pressure 
profile has been converted into pseudo pressure profile.  
 
 
Figure 4.31- Pseudo Pressure, Flow Rate, and Gas in Place Profile-Summarized Data January 2005 
 
Whenever a pressure transient period has been detected by the program, the user will 
have the option of plotting pseudo pressure versus pressure and selecting an area to draw 





Figure 4.32-Area selection for Horner Plot-Pseudo Pressure Analysis 
 
 
Figure 4.33- Horner Plot and Line Drawn to obtain permeability and skin factor-Pseudo Pressure Analysis 
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4.6 Pressure Square Analyses 
 
SFDA also has the option of changing the plot of pressure versus time to the square of 
pressure versus time. This is used in some well test analyses to obtain permeability and 
skin factor from drawdown periods. The following figure shows the pressure square from 
the real time data of January 2005.  
 
 
Figure 4.34- Pressure Square, Flow Rate, and Gas in Place Profile-Summarized Data January 2005 
 
The user might choose to obtain permeability and skin from drawdown periods. The well 
test analysis window will have the option of drawing the Semi-Log plot using values of 





Figure 4.35-Area selection for Semi-Log Plot-Drawdown Period  
 
 




4.7 Decline Curve Analysis  
 
The following figures will show the results after performing decline curve analysis to the 
summarized data. SFDA is capable of performing two types of decline curve analysis: 
flow rate versus time, and flow rate versus cumulative production.   
 
 





















Data Control Environment-Results 
 
5.1 Real Time Data-Eclipse Simulator  
 
Real Time Data using Eclipse Simulator was created in order to validate SFDA. Different 
types of scenarios were created to evaluate how SFDA handles such information and 
performs the reservoir analysis.  In order to run the simulator, different assumptions were 
taken. For instance, an initial pressure of 1190 psia was selected. The well is producing at 
a constant flow rate of 6800 Mcf/day. The reservoir contains one layer and the well is 
located in the center.   
The first example shows a case where a well has been produced at a constant flow rate in 
which the first figure shows the result from Eclipse and the next one shows the result 
from SFDA.  
The second example shows a case where a pressure transient period has taken place in 
which the results from Eclipse and SFDA are shown. Since SFDA is capable of detecting 
pressure build ups, the program detects the presence of the transient period, saves all the 
information, and makes it accessible for well testing analysis. Pseudo pressure analysis is 
also performed and the results are then shown.  
The third example is very similar to the second one. However, in this case two pressure 
transient periods are present. SFDA is capable of detecting both transient periods and 











              






Figure 5.2-Production-Flow Rate constant- Eclipse Results 
 
As it can be seen, SFDA shows the results of raw data and summarized data for pressure 
and flow rate as in the examples before (for this case, the summarized data contains less 
than 1% of the total values):  
 
Figure 5.3-Production-Flow Rate constant-SFDA Results 
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For the next case, the well has been shouted in. The next figures show the results from 
Eclipse and SFDA respectively. The following two figures show the results when 
performing well testing analysis using SFDA:   
 
 

















The next two figures show the results after performing well testing analysis using pseudo 
pressure analysis. The first figure contains a plot of pseudo pressure versus pressure and 
the next one contains the Horner plot of pseudo pressure versus log of time:  
 
Figure 5.8-Area selection for Horner Plot-Pseudo Pressure Analysis 
 
 
Figure 5.9- Horner Plot and Line Drawn to obtain permeability and skin factor-Pseudo Pressure Analysis 
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The following example shows a case very similar to the previous one. For this case two 
pressure transient periods have taken place:  
 








SFDA detects both transient periods, sends all information to a file, and makes the 
information accessible for analysis.  
 
Figure 5.12- Area selection for Horner Plot-Pseudo Pressure Analysis 
 
 









The first building block for Smart Field Data Analysis has been created and the 
problems encountered throughout its development have been solved analytically. The 
goal for developing SFDA has been primarily to handle and summarize the large volume 
of data from the real time measurements and to create profiles for pressure, flow rate, and 
gas in place using sets of summarized data. Pressure transient analysis in real time has 
been included as one of the reservoir analyses the software is capable of performing in 
which the presence of a transient period can be detected as the high frequency data is 
being monitored. Such information is then saved and prepared to perform well test 
analysis. A new approach to create value once the high frequency is summarized has 
been developed in which gas in place is monitored to determine whether a leak is 
presented in the reservoir in order to alert the engineers and react in a timely manner.  
Decline Curve Analysis has been carried out as well in order to forecast production 
performances.  
The entire process has been executed using real time from an actual field provided by 
Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation and real time generated from Eclipse Simulator 














Considering the results presented in chapter 4 and 5, different conclusions have been 
made: 
1. High frequency data can be aggregated using an average technique that 
summarizes the actual data while preserving its integrity.  
1.1  The average technique can discard at least 70% of the actual data and no 
more than 30% can be used for analysis 
2. Pressure transient period can be detected in real time and the high frequency data 
can be used to perform well testing analysis and obtain permeability and skin 
factor for several periods. 
2.1 Pseudo pressure analysis can also be performed and values for permeability 
and skin factor can be obtained from such an analysis 
3. In order to create a value from the real time data once it has been summarized, 
material balance has been performed in which the gas in place is estimated at 
different times to determine whether there is an existing leak in the reservoir.  
4. Decline Curve analysis can also be performed in which the summarized data can 
be used to forecast future production behavior. 
5. The program has been tested using both real time data generated from actual 
production fields provided by Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation and real 
time generated from Eclipse Simulator to demonstrate that the methodology used 











6.2 Future Work 
 
The methodology presented throughout this investigation can be used as the basis 
for building a more complex computer model capable of performing different types of 
production analysis in real time, predicting production forecast, and alerting the 
engineers for abnormal situations that will be encountered during production 
operations. The aim of developing such a simulator is to minimize the time of 
reaction to particular events and optimize production.     
Different sections from SFDA can be very useful when building a more complex 
computer program. The average technique that summarizes the data to a handful 
amount as data is being monitored in real time, the process of detecting pressure 
transient periods in real time, as well as the process of monitoring gas in place 
continuously, represent the basis blocks for building such a complex computer 
program.  
Entirely new possibilities related to Smart Field Data Analysis have been presented 
and further analysis can be done in order to make the production processes more 
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This document will initiate you to the latest software in Smart Field Data Analysis 
in which high frequency data can be uploaded and the changes in pressure and 
flow rate can be observed in Real-Time. In addition, the software will be capable 
of handling and summarizing the enormous amount of data and carry out certain 
production analysis such as material balance and decline curve analysis. The 
computer program will also detect pressure transient periods in which the 
information related to such periods will be saved and prepared for the user to 
perform well test analysis.  
The program consists on three main tabs: Main, Material Balance, and Well Test. 
The Main tab will allow you to create a project, open it, select the real-time data 
and upload it to see changes in pressure and flow rate in real time, check for the 
difference between summarized data and actual one, change preset values, 
upload data generated by ECLIPSE and see how the summarized data differs 
from the actual one. The Material Balance Tab will allow you to observe how the 
gas in place changes in real time, upload summarized monthly production data to 
see pressure, flow rate, and gas in place profiles, and use the summarized 
monthly data to perform decline curve analysis. The Well Test Tab will show all 
the pressure transient period detected by SFDA in which you can easily select 
those files to perform well test analysis. You will be able to select an area and 
move to another window to see the Horner Plot and draw a line to obtain 
permeability and skin factor. 
The name of the Software is SFDA-Smart Field Data Analysis-The figure shown 
below will be the interface you will see when opening SFDA. 
As you see, the three tabs in red shown horizontally are the main tabs. Each one 
of those tabs has sub-tabs which are shown vertically in blue.  








On this section, you will be able to open a file and see how pressure and flow 
rate change with time as data feeds the system in real-time. You will use this 
section to observe the behavior of pressure and flow rate in real time.  
When the program starts reading data in real time, SFDA filters the data and 
creates sets of summarized data. The program will be detecting pressure 
transient periods in which such information will be saved. At the same time SFDA 
will identify and remove outliers. “Everything will be done in real-time”.  
The Main Tab will have the following sub-tabs:  Real Time Data, Filter Data, and 
Test Simulated Data. The Real Time Data will allow you to observe the changes 
in pressure and flow rate in real time. The Filter Data Tab will allow you to see 
how the summarized data differs from the actual one after a day has passed. 
The Test Simulated Data will allow you to upload daily data from ECLIPSE and 




















You should find the folder where the data is located and create a project, name 
















Click on Save 
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The same window will appear in which you will click on “Open” in order to open 
















If you decide to open a project already created, at the beginning just click on 

































Once the project already created has been opened; you will click again on the 







































Now, you can click on the “Open Read Data” button in order to see the changes 




















Now the program will be reading data and showing in a loop process in which 
every value will be read before plotting it.  







Right now you will see the program reading value by value. If you 
want to read every two data points or ten data points you can 
write the number of data points the program will read before 
showing the plot on the text box shown here and the program will 
read and show pressure and flow rate every data points you 














Sub Tab: Filter Data 
SFDA will filter the data in real time and create a set of summarized data that will 
contain lesser data points and its plot will be very similar to the actual one. The 
process of filtering the data consists of the use of Preset values for ∆P and ∆Q to 
summarize the high frequency data while keeping its integrity. Preset values for 
∆P and ∆Q represent the minimum difference at which pressure and flow rate 
should be recorded. Pressure and flow rate are recorded when the changes in 
such parameters (∆P and ∆Q) are higher than the maximum presets ∆PPreset and 
∆Q Preset. Every value for pressure and flow rate is compared to a ∆PPreset and 
∆QPreset respectively to determine whether a value should be recorded or 
discarded. The program will automatically calculate changes in pressure and flow 
rate (∆P and ∆Q) continuously and decides whether such changes will be 
important to record new values that will be sent to a set of summarized data.  As 
long as the changes are low, the program will not record any new value. 
Instead; it will assume a straight line between the old values and the new ones. 
New values will be sent to the set of summarized data when the program 
decides whether the changes in pressure and flow rate are high enough to 
record new values or low enough to ignore them. You can detect whether the 
program produced a set of summarized data similar to the actual one or not. If 
you do not agree with how the program summarizes the data, you can manually 
change the delta pressure and delta flow rate as many time as needed and 
redraw the summarized and actual one until such plots match.  
This “Filter Data” tab will allow you to upload the summarized data from the day 
before and visualize the summarized data and actual one on the same plot. The 
picture box at the top represents Pressure vs. time. The one at the bottom 
represents Flow Rate vs. time.  
After a day has passed and the program has created a set of summarized data, 
you can click on the button “Draw” in order to see how the summarized data 





                         
 
                             
Once you click on the “Draw” button, plots of pressure and flow rate containing 
summarized and actual data will show up. The name of the “Draw” button will 
change to “Reset” 
If you consider that the summarized and actual data do not match, you can 
change the delta preset values by changing the values of Delta Pressure and 



















In addition you can click the button “Remove Raw Data”, in order to see only the 







           
 















If you want to change the preset value again, you can do so and click on the 













You can see the percentage of summarized data from the Aver/Raw captions 
surrounded by a red circle just below the “Raw Aver vs. time” button (the 









You can click on the same button but this time named: “Raw Aver vs. time” in 





If you want to see again the result of the summarized data and actual one first 
given by SFDA, click on the “Reset” button.  
 
                                  
 
 





If you agree with the new results of summarized and actual data you can click on 
the button “Save Information” located just below the “Reset” button and the 







Sub Tab: Test Simulated Data 
You can perform some test using data control environment from ECLIPSE in 
order to see how the summarized data varies from the actual one.  
You will generate Real-Time data using ECLIPSE and read it using SFDA by first 















The time of information you should get from ECLIPSE is flow rate, pressure, and 
time in real time. You can get either daily, weekly, or monthly data.  
Once you have clicked on the “Select File” button, you can find the file 
containing such information and upload it by double clicking on the file or click 
















The following figure will show you the results of summarized data and actual one 
using real-time data generated by ECLIPSE. You can also look at the Aver/Raw 
caption to see the percentage of data points the summarized data contains. For 
the case below the summarized data contains about 0.61% of the actual one. 
The very small percentage is due to the very few changes in pressure.  


















MATERIAL BALANCE TAB 
 
This section will introduce you to material balance analysis and the estimation of 
gas in place versus time. Once the summarized data is obtained, the program 
has the option of showing pressure, flow rate, and gas in place versus time for 
every month. The user will have the option of detecting any abnormality 
occurred during a determined month from the pressure, flow rate, and gas in 
place profile. In addition, on the upper part of every graph, the differences of 
changes in their parameters will be shown.  
Gas in place is a value that should remain constant at all times. Monitoring such 
a parameter will allow detecting whether the gas in place decreases or remains 
constant. You might interpret a decrease in gas in place as the existence of a 
leak. In such a case, the operators can be notified and the appropriate actions 
can be taken right away. Gas in place in Real-Time can be observed as data is 
entering the system. SFDA estimates the values of gas in place and shows it in a 
graph as the pressure and flow rate parameters are shown by the program. 
On this section you can also upload the summarized data in order to perform 
decline curve analysis which can be used as a starting point to set the alarms 
systems. Real-Time data can be compared to the decline pattern in order to 
detect those situations when the real-time data does not lie on the decline trend.  
The material balance tab will consists on three sub tabs: “Gas in Place in Real 
Time” that will show the gas in place in real time, “Decline Curve Analysis” in 
which you will be able of uploading the summarized monthly data and selecting 
the appropriate parameters to draw the decline curve, and the “Production 
Profile” where you can upload the monthly summarized data to observe the 







Sub Tab: Gas in Place in Real-Time 
You can now press on the “Material Balance” tab and on the “Gas in Place in 





     
 
Sub Tab: Production Profile 
If you run all the files containing Real-Time daily data for a month and then 
create files that contain summarized data for every month, you can show the 
pressure, flow rate, and gas in place profiles of the summarized data.  
The first step will be to select the “Production Profile” tab and to click on 




     
After clicking on the “SELECT FILE” button, you can find and upload the 














After double clicking on the file selected you can see the profile for pressure, 




You can select the parameters of Pressure 1 and Pressure 2 that you will use to 
estimate gas in place. Pressure 1 will be a constant value and Pressure 2 will be 
the first value used to calculate gas in place, and when the software reads the 
next value of pressure; the gas in place will be calculated between this new 
value and Pressure 1 and so on. Also the value of cumulative production needs 





= Values before running SFDA 
At the end, SFDA will gave you the 
values of cumulative production, 



















Pseudo Pressure Profile Option: 
SFDA has the option of changing the plot of pressure versus time to pseudo-
pressure versus time. In several cases during pressure transient analysis for gas 
production it is recommended to perform the well testing analysis using pseudo 
pressure values. The well test section of the software will allow the user to plot 
pseudo pressure versus pressure and draw the Horner plot from an area selected 
by the user.  
You can change the pressure profile to pseudo pressure profile by selecting the 
“Pseudo Pressure m (p)” option and clicking on the “m (p)” button. In addition 
you will choose the values for temperature and specific gas gravity the program 








Delta Pressure Square Profile Option: 
SFDA has also the option of changing the plot of pressure versus time to the 
square of pressure versus time. This is used in some well testing analysis to 
obtain permeability and skin factor from drawdown periods 
You might want to change the pressure profile to pressure square profile. Again, 









You can change the 
coordinates for flow rate 
since flow rate can read 
very high positive and 




You can also upload the summarized data and perform decline curve analysis by 
first selecting the tab “Decline Curve Analysis” and then select the “Q vs. time” 












Sub Tab: Decline Curve Analysis 
SFDA will have the option of performing decline curve analysis to predict future 
gas production. The user will have the option of downloading the monthly 
production summarized data that the software can provide and choose the 
appropriate parameters such as b, Qi, and Di to draw the decline curve. Once the 
decline is drawn, future prediction about gas production for a year period can be 
made. The date at which the initial flow rate is selected will also be saved for 
future analysis.  
Two types of decline analysis can be used by the user: Production Flow Rate 
versus time, and Production Flow Rate versus Cumulative Production. The first 
one can be used for new wells to calculate the expected production profile over a 
certain period of time. On the other hand, the flow rate-cumulative production 
plot can be used to calculate expected production profiles for production wells 
















You can now look for the monthly summarized data and start selecting the files. 















After selecting the first file, you will see the information about January in a very 




SFDA has automatically picked values for the initial flow rate (Qi) and Date of 







If you do not agree with a flow rate of 483.5 Mcf/d; you can change it to a value 




 Now you will click “Apply” in order for the program to pick the date when a flow 
rate of 8500 is measured. After you click “Apply”, you will again select the file 


















































Now you can click 
on “Decline” in 









If you want to perform the decline curve analysis by plotting Gas production vs. 
cumulative gas instead of gas production vs. time you can simply select the 
option “Q vs. Cumulative” and click on “Select File” in order to select the first file 
which in this case would be January. You will follow the same procedure as 
before: After selecting the file, check on the Qi value, change it if you do not 














You can see how the real-time data lies on the decline curve. For instance, if you 
have used monthly data for January and February to draw the curve; you can 
upload daily real time from the following month (any day from March) in order to 

























The data encircled in red correspond to a daily real-time file from March.  













WELL TEST ANALYSIS 
 
SFDA has the capability of detecting pressure transient periods, saves all 
information in a folder and prepares the data for the user to analyze. The 
software will difference the transient from the presence of an outlier.  
When the pressure increases to about 30% of the average of the last five values 
previously recorded, the program will start comparing the actual values with such 
average. If a suddenly increase in pressure value takes place, the software will 
read the next value and compare to the average of the last five values; if the 
next value is still very high, the program will repeat the process and will be kept 
going on about three more times until SFDA decides that a transient period has 
taken place. When this happens, the program will start saving pressure and time 
information in a folder; another window will show that a file is being created and 
opened for the process of the pressure transient analysis. Information getting 
into the system will be read in real time, send it to a file that keeps all 
information named “Raw Data”, and save the information related to the transient 
identification to a file named “Well Testing”. As soon as the pressure comes back 
down, the software will close such a file and the information will be ready for the 
user to analyze.  
Conversely, if a very high increase in pressure takes place in which such a value 
is greater than the average of the last five points and then the program 
compares the next value with the average of the last five points resulting in a 
discontinuation of the pressure build up process; the program will detect 
immediately that an outlier is present in the data, it will remove it from the 
system and no information related to well testing analysis will be saved.   
Once the computer program has detected a pressure transient period, you can 
upload the well test data by clicking on the file containing pressure transient 













Another form asking 
you for your name, 
the data you are 
performing the 
analysis, and your 
employment position 
will pop up. You can 
fill that out and click 




After clicking the “OK” button, you will be able of selecting an area. Then you 
































You can now click on the picture and draw line that will permit you obtain value 
for permeability and skin factor according to the conditions shown in the table on 








The values for 
permeability and 
skin factor are 
obtained from the 
table located at the 
right side of the plot 
 
Well Test Analysis using Pseudo Pressures vs. Pressure: 
Whenever a pressure transient period has been detected by the program, the 
user will have the option of plotting pseudo pressure versus pressure and select 












You can click on the “Save Well Test” 
tab again and then click on the 
button located at the bottom left part 
of the plot to obtain a plot of pseudo 











The “m (p) vs. P” button caption will change to “Ready” 
 









You can select an area and switch again to the “Well Test Analysis” tab in order 
















You will now have a Horner plot of pseudo pressure vs. log of time, after 






If you want to save such information click on the “Save” button and the 




































Well Test Analysis using Delta Pressure Square: 
You can also select an area from a drawdown period and perform Semi-Log plot 
using the delta pressure square vs. log of time. Then you can draw the slope to 













You will see the following plot. Now you can click on the “Delta Pressure Square” 
















After clicking on the “Delta Pressure Square” button you will see a drawdown 
period of Delta Pressure Squares vs. log of time and again you can draw a line 
and obtain values for permeability and skin factor: 
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